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THIS IS OSMO
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OSMO

WOOD
MEETS
COLOUR
WOOD THAT LASTS. It takes 100 years for a tree to grow
into solid quality. In their 100 years as a company, Osmo has
gathered experience in handling wood. Our attention to detail
and expertise are devoted to the appropriate processing and
long-term preservation of the valuable raw material wood.
COLOUR THAT PROTECTS. Only a finish that meets the needs
of wood can preserve the natural beauty and durability of wood.
More than 40 years ago, Osmo developed microporous wood
finishes that are based on natural oils and waxes. With this, the
company played a pioneering role in the field.
THE CONNECTION. Our passion for wood and finishes at
Osmo flows directly into modern product development and
research. To this day, we are still the only manufacturer who
completes its value chain with wood finishes developed and
produced in-house.
Wood and colour from one source – a combination you can
rely on.
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THIS IS OSMO

OUR FUTURE
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SUSTAINABILITY

WOOD PROTECTS OUR CLIMATE
Since 1850, the CO²- concentration in the atmosphere has
increased by approximately 25% and the average temperature has risen by 0.7 degrees Celsius. The results are more
than dramatic: droughts, tsunamis, flooding and hurricanes.
During the Rio environmental conference, the international
community agreed to reduce greenhouse gases. Nevertheless, no exact guidelines or measures have ever been put
into place. Can we not do more to save our environment?
Or do we already have a solution? One part of the larger
solution could be forestry:
As early as 1713, Hans-Carl von Carlowitz was already
using the term sustainability in connection with the forestry
industry. Sustainability means the conscious use and
handling of available forestry resources – not harvesting
more trees than are being planted. Long-term planning for
multiple generations is a must for success. It takes decades
or even centuries until a tree has grown and becomes fully
suitable for use as wood. Osmo has been supporting this
way of thinking for many years and proudly offers certain
products which are FSC® certified.
Wood is a renewable raw material which, if we work with
this great natural product correctly, will still be available for
centuries. And even long after the oil reserves have been
exhausted.

Whilst growing a tree absorbs and permanently stores
carbon dioxide out of the surrounding atmosphere. One
m³ of wood can store up to one tonne of the harmful CO²
and first releases it again after the tree has died. In a normal
forest, trees begin to give off the CO² after they die and
begin to rot, whereas in a commercially used forest (where
trees are harvested for processing) the tree can store CO²
significantly longer. The manufacturing process of products,
such as decking boards or screens etc., means that the
CO² remains stored within the wood – it is withdrawn from
the environment. Managed, renewable forests can positively
affect the CO² balance.
Wood absorbs and stores CO² very effectively and, due to
its vast range of uses, it is an excellent alternative to other
materials and products which damage the environment
during processing. As long as we keep the words and
thoughts of Hans-Carl von Carlowitz in mind, and take them
to heart, more CO² will be absorbed from the atmosphere
by forestry than is released for many centuries to come.
It’s up to us: wood creates quality of life – for you and
the environment. So join us …

WOOD: A RENEWABLE
RESOURCE
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YOUR CHOICE

YOUR CHOICE
Solid wood flooring is the best thing to have underfoot. It is warm, easy to clean and
durable. It also helps to provide a healthy living environment and has unrivalled beauty –
and for good.
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OSMO

SOLID WOOD FLOORING
For a lifetime. Solid wood flooring creates a special
atmosphere. Wood in its purest and most beautiful form:
through and through solid, in one piece. It is a life-long
investment that can be enjoyed every day. Elegant wooden flooring adds a completely new character to any room
– even more so than any piece of furniture. You have the
choice: our solid wood flooring is available either untreated
or factory-finished with our renowned Polyx®-Oil.

Pages 10 – 41

RENOVATION PLANK
Low structural height. Do you have underfloor heating or are you not allowed to shorten doors in a rental
property? If you have felt you have had to go without
wooden flooring, we now have the perfect solution. Renovation Planks are distinguished by their low structural
height. They combine the charm of solid wood flooring
with the needs of modern living or classic renovations.
Pages 42 – 51

CREATIV-FLOORING
Different to others. Coloured or textured?
Coloured and textured? Emphasize your personal taste with Osmo Creativ-Flooring. Upon
request, our flooring is available in various surface
textures and in many colour tones. Do you like the
look and feel of textured flooring? Or do you prefer
a colourful solid Oak floor? Let your imagination
run free with Osmo.
Pages 52 – 61

Information on installation
can be found on page 72
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Wood just like we love
it. The great feeling
of it under our feet.
Wood designed for
life.

SOLID WOOD
FLOORING
11

SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring Canadian Maple, life, factory finished clear
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MAPLE

MAPLE
is a particularly lightly coloured hardwood with a
unique charm.

Canadian Maple, select

Canadian Maple, life

CANADIAN MAPLE SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Length
1,45 m – 2,95 m

> T&G on all sides
> Light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
Sanded

21 x 132 mm

Length
1,45 m – 2,95 m

Surface treatment

Article number

Untreated

321 71 102

Factory-finished clear satin

321 71 202

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

AHORN KANADISCH LIFE

Dimensions

Origin: Canada

Surface texture
Sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

Untreated

321 71 103

Factory-finished clear satin

321 71 203

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
Two abutting joints per piece permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

LOOKS GOOD TOGETHER
Combine your wooden flooring with skirting board
from Osmo. More choices and further details can be
found on our website: www.osmo.de/en
Solid wood skirting board Maple (Canadian)
bevelled
Factory-finished clear
Article number

20 x 55 mm

804 71 110
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring Beech, lightly steamed, select, factory finished clear
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BEECH

BEECH
is a popular hardwood with a reddish brown colour.

Beech lightly steamed, select

Beech lightly steamed, life

BEECH LIGHTLY STEAMED SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
Sanded

BEECH LIGHTLY STEAMED LIFE

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

Origin: Germany

Surface treatment

Article number

Untreated

321 75 100

factory-finished clear satin

321 75 200

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
Sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 75 101

factory-finished clear satin

321 75 201

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
Two abutting joints per piece permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

LOOKS GOOD TOGETHER
Combine your wooden flooring with skirting board
from Osmo. More choices and further details can be
found on our website: www.osmo.de/en
Veneered skirting board Beech
Profiled/curved
Factory-finished clear
Article number

22 x 40 mm

805 30 612
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring European Oak, rustic, factory finished natural matt
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OAK

OAK
is a timeless classic among the hardwoods –
traditional wood, always in style.

European Oak, rustic

European Oak, rustic, factory-finished white satin

EUROPEAN OAK RUSTIC

Dimensions

20 x 160 mm

20 x 180 mm

Origin: Europe, North America

Length

2.00 m / 2.20 m
(random lengths)

2.00 m / 2.20 m
(random lengths)

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %
Surface texture

sanded

sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 112

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 212

endbehandelt natural matt

321 79 248

endbehandelt weiß seidenmatt

321 79 213

untreated

321 79 115

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 215

Längen: 500 mm – 2000 mm / 2200 mm
(überwiegend Stoßelemente)
Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs

270 Pcs

5 Pcs.

225 Pcs.

THE RIGHT CARE FOR WHITE FLOORING
With time, the wax film on flooring treated with Polyx®-Oil
is worn away. Tiny dirt particles can now penetrate the
wood leaving small black dots on the white flooring. This is
particularly noticeable on very white flooring and in wood
species with larger pores, for example Oak.

pigments. For most households, it is enough to treat
white wooden floorboards every 1-3 months.

To prevent this, white flooring should be maintained with
Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner White. It not only regenerates
the necessary oils and waxes in the finish but also the white
More care tips on
page 65
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring European Oak, mixed (natural/marked/rustic), sanded, finished on site clear

EUROPEAN OAK MIXED
(NATURAL/MARKED/RUSTIC)
Dimensions
20 x 160 mm

27 x 180 mm
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Length
2.00 m – 4.20 m
2.00 m – 3.00 m
2.00 m – 4.20 m
2.00 m – 3.00 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 151

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 250

untreated

321 79 153

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 252

Length: 2.00 m – 4.20 m (10 cm intervals)
acc. request and availability
Contents
Pack

Pallet

3 Pcs.

240 Pcs.

2 Pcs.

140 Pcs.

OAK

European Oak, select

European Oak, natural

European Oak, marked

EUROPEAN OAK SELECT

Dimensions
20 x 120 mm

Length
1.20 m (fixed)

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2
Surface texture
sanded

EUROPEAN OAK NATURAL

Dimensions
20 x 160 mm

Length
2.00 m / 2.20 m
(random lengths)

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 137

Factory-finished clear satin

321 79 237

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

EUROPEAN OAK MARKED

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 110

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 210

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

20 x 160 mm

2.00 m / 2.20 m
(random lengths)

sanded

20 x 180 mm

2.00 m / 2.20 m
(random lengths)

sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 111

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 211

untreated

321 79 114

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 214

Fixed length: 1.20 m

Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

270 Pcs.

Length: 500 – 2000 / 2200 mm
mostly abutting joints
Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

270 Pcs.

Length: 500 – 2000 / 2200 mm
mostly abutting joints
Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

270 Pcs.

5 Pcs.

225 Pcs.
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

American Oak, select

American Oak, life

AMERICAN OAK SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

AMERICAN OAK LIFE

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 78 100

factory-finished clear satin

321 78 200

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

21 x 132 mm

1.45 m – 2.95 m

sanded

Surface treatment
untreated

321 78 101

factory-finished clear satin

321 78 201

LOOKS GOOD TOGETHER
Combine your wooden flooring with skirting board
from Osmo. More choices and further details can be
found on our website: www.osmo.de/en
Solid wood skirting board Oak
Profiled
Factory-finished clear
Article number
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Article number

18 x 94 mm

804 76 121

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
Two abutting joints per piece permitted
Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

OAK

Solid wood flooring European Oak, Smoked, marked, factory finished clear

European Oak, Smoked, marked

EUROPEAN OAK SMOKED MARKED

Dimensions
21 x 137 mm

Length
2.16 m
(random lengths)

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 134

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 234

Length: 710 – 2160 mm
(mostly abutting joints)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

! Not suitable for full-surface adhesion.
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring American Ash, select, factory finished clear
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ASH

ASH
is a subtle, lightly coloured wood species with a clear,
distinct wood grain.

American Ash, select

American Ash, life

AMERICAN ASH SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

AMERICAN ASH LIFE

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Origin: North America

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 80 100

factory-finished clear satin

321 80 200

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 80 101

factory-finished clear satin

321 80 201

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
Two abutting joints per piece permitted
Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring Nordic Spruce, grade A, factory finished clear

NORDIC SPRUCE GRADE A

Dimensions
21 x 112 mm

21 x 137 mm

27 x 137 mm
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Length
1.45 m – 4.15 m
1.45 m – 2.95 m
1.45 m – 4.15 m
1.45 m – 2.95 m
1.45 m – 4.15 m
1.45 m – 2.95 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

sanded

sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 01 100

factory-finished clear satin

321 01 200

untreated

321 01 101

factory-finished clear satin

321 01 201

untreated

321 01 102

factory-finished clear satin

321 01 202

Length: 1.45 m – 2.95 m or 4.15 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

4 Pcs.

224 Pcs.

SPRUCE

SPRUCE
is the most important European wood species.
This lightly coloured knotty wood is used
extensively in interior design and is always in style.

Origin: Scandinavia

Nordic Spruce, grade A

NORDIC SPRUCE GRADE B

Dimensions

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

1.45 m – 4.15 m

sanded

untreated

21 x 112 mm
21 x 137 mm
27 x 137 mm

Article number

Length: 1.45 m – 4.15 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

321 01 400

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

321 01 401

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

321 01 402

4 Pcs.

224 Pcs.

ROOM LENGTHS
NORDIC SPRUCE GRADE A

> T&G only on longitudinal edge
> Light longitudinal bevel
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

21 x 112 mm

3.00 m – 5.10 m

sanded

untreated

27 x 137 mm

3.60 m – 5.40 m

sanded

untreated

NORDIC SPRUCE GRADE B

Length: 3.00 m – 5.40 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Palette

321 01 103

4 Pcs.

144 Pcs.

321 01 104

3 Pcs.

84 Pcs.

> T&G only on longitudinal edge
> Light longitudinal bevel
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

21 x 112 mm

3.00 m – 5.10 m

sanded

untreated

27 x 137 mm

3.60 m – 5.40 m

sanded

untreated

Length: 3.00 m – 5.40 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Palette

321 01 403

4 Pcs.

144 Pcs.

321 01 404

3 Pcs.

84 Pcs.

! Only suitable for screw fixing: thicknesses from 27 mm / lengths from 3.25 m / grade B
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring Nordic Pine, grade A, factory-finished clear satin

ROOM LENGTHS
NORDIC PINE GRADE A

> T&G only on longitudinal edge
> Light longitudinal bevel
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

27 x 137 mm

4.20 m – 5.10 m

sanded

untreated

321 11 113

NORDIC PINE GRADE B
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> T&G only on longitudinal edge
> Light longitudinal bevel
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

27 x 137 mm

4.20 m – 5.10 m

sanded

untreated

321 11 413

Length: 4.20 m – 5.10 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Palette

3 Pcs.

84 Pcs.

Length: 4.20 m – 5.10 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Palette

3 Pcs.

84 Pcs.

PINE

PINE
stays young for ever. Due to its warm colour, this type
of wood is immensely popular.

Nordic Pine, grade A

Nordic Pine, grade A/B

NORDIC PINE GRADE A

Dimensions
21 x 112 mm

21 x 137 mm

27 x 137 mm
26 x 180 mm

Length
1.45 m – 4.15 m
1.45 m – 2.95 m
1.45 m – 4.15 m
1.45 m – 2.95 m
1.45 m – 4.15 m
1.45 m – 2.95 m
3.25 m – 5.05 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

sanded

sanded
sanded

NORDIC PINE GRADE B

Dimensions

Length

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 11 107

factory-finished clear satin

321 11 207

untreated

321 11 109

factory-finished clear satin

321 11 209

untreated

321 11 110

factory-finished clear satin

321 11 210

untreated

321 11 111

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture

Surface treatment

21 x 112 mm
21 x 137 mm

1.45 m – 4.15 m

sanded

untreated

27 x 137 mm
26 x 180 mm

Origin: Scandinavia

3.25 m – 5.05 m

sanded

NORDIC PINE GRADE A/B

untreated

Article number

Length: 1.45 m – 2.95 m or 4.15 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

4 Pcs.

224 Pcs.

3 Pcs.

90 Pcs.

Length: 1.45 m – 4.15 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Palette

321 11 407

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

321 11 409

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

321 11 410

4 Pcs.

224 Pcs.

321 11 411

3 Pcs.

90 Pcs.

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

32 x 180 mm

3.25 m – 5.05 m

sanded

untreated

321 11 112

Length: 3.25 m – 5.05 m, 30 cm intervals
(fixed lengths)
Contents
Pack

Palette

2 Pcs.

80 Pcs.

! Only suitable for screw fixing: thicknesses from 27 mm / lengths from 3.25 m / grade B
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring Siberian Larch, grade A, factory-finished clear
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LARCH

LARCH
livens up every room thanks to its impressive surface
texture and warm, knotty appearance.

Siberian Larch, grade A

Siberian Larch, grade B

SIBERIAN LARCH GRADE A

Dimensions
20 x 137 mm

Length
1.98 m (fixed)

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

SIBERIAN LARCH GRADE B

Dimensions
20 x 137 mm

Origin: Siberia

Length
1.98 m (fixed)

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 73 107

factory-finished clear satin

321 73 207

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 73 108

factory-finished clear satin

321 73 208

Length
1.98 m (fixed)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

Length
1.98 m (fixed)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

LOOKS GOOD TOGETHER
Combine your wooden flooring with skirting board
from Osmo. More choices and further details can be
found on our website: www.osmo.de/en
Clip moulding MDF
Square edge/straight
Decorative foil white
Article number

15 x 50 mm

805 28 621
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LARCH

Siberian Larch, grade A/B

Siberian Larch, grade B/C (wildlife or woody)

SIBERIAN LARCH GRADE A/B

Dimensions
27 x 137 mm

Length
1.98 m (fixed)

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

SIBERIAN LARCH GRADE B/C (WILDLIFE)

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

20 x 137 mm

1.98 m (fixed)

sanded

SIBERIAN LARCH GRADE B/C (WOODY)

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 73 111

factory-finished clear satin

321 73 211

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 73 109

factory-finished clear satin

321 73 209

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

20 x 137 mm

1.98 m (fixed)

gebürstet

1 x farblos vorgeölt

27 x 137 mm

1.98 m (fixed)

gebürstet

1 x farblos vorgeölt

Length
1.98 m (fixed)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

4 Pcs.

128 Pcs.

Length
1.98 m (fixed)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

Length
1.98 m (fixed)
Contents
Pack

Pallet

321 73 210

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

321 73 212

4 Pcs.

128 Pcs.

ROOM LENGTHS
SIBERIAN LARCH GRADE A/B

> T&G only on longitudinal edge
> Light longitudinal bevel
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

20 x 137 mm

4.00 m (fixed)

sanded

untreated

27 x 137 mm

4.00 m (fixed)

sanded

untreated

! Only suitable for screw fixing: thicknesses from 27 mm / lengths from 4.00 m
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Length
4.00 m (fixed)
Contents
Pack

Palette

321 73 120

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

321 73 121

4 Pcs.

128 Pcs.

POLYX®-OIL

SURFACE TREATMENT WITH POLYX®-OIL
Especially suited to the needs of wooden flooring – for a lowmaintenance and healthy wood surface! Osmo Polyx®-Oil is
ideal for the protection of all wooden flooring, such as solid
wood, plank, strip, OSB and cork flooring. Suitable for fullsurface treatment as well as spot repairs. Polyx®-Oil comes
in four gloss levels: 3011 Glossy, 3032 Satin, 3065 Semi-Matt
and 3062 Matt.

FULL-SURFACE TREATMENT OF
UNTREATED WOODEN FLOORING

SPOT REPAIRS ON CLEAR TREATED
WOODEN FLOORING

You achieve a finished surface with two coats within
two days. A surface treated with Osmo Polyx®-Oil is
very durable, microporous and suitable for wood.

Wooden flooring treated with Osmo Polyx®-Oil
can be repaired easily – even spot repairs are
possible. This is the decisive advantage over
lacquered surfaces.

1.

Prepare the flooring appropriately and remove any dust.

2.

A
 pply the first coat to the raw wood (approx. 35 ml/m2)
thinly and evenly with a roller. Always thoroughly load the
roller, remove excess, and roll out well.

3.
4.

L
 ap marks in the wet surface can be removed up to 30
minutes after the first application.
D
 rying lasts approx. 8-10 hours (normal climatic conditions,
23 °C/ 50 % rel. humidity). Lower temperatures and/or
higher humidity can increase drying time. Ventilate well.

5.

W
 hile drying, the roller can be stored in the Osmo FreshBox.

6.

T
 he second coat is carried out just like the first work step
with the roller; also apply thinly and evenly.

7.

Allow the second coat to dry for 8-10 hours.

1.

M
 ark off the damaged area with masking tape.

2.

S
 and the damaged area thoroughly. The grit size of final
sanding work should match the finished surface of the
surrounding floorboards.

3.

R
 emove sanding dust from the sanded area thoroughly with
a vacuum cleaner.

4.

A
 pply a thin layer of clear Polyx®-Oil with Osmo Microfibre
Roller evenly.

5.

Allow to dry for approx. 8-10 hours.

6.

A
 fter drying, apply another thin layer of Polyx®-Oil with a
lint-free cotton cloth.

7.

If the gloss level after drying does not match the
surrounding area, the gloss level can be adjusted by
polishing the surface Liquid Wax Cleaner.

Further tips and information
on the cleaning and care of
wooden flooring can be found
in our Flooring brochures
covering the themes protection, cleaning/care and
renovation.
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring Kempas, select, factory-finished clear satin
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KEMPAS

KEMPAS
has a calming wood grain and colour. Its light red
colour darkens to a beautiful orange-brown.

Origin: Southeast Asia

Kempas, select

KEMPAS SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 111 mm

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Length
1.45 m – 2.35 m

Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 51 100

factory-finished clear satin

321 51 200

Length: 1.45 – 2.35 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

6 Pcs.

192 Pcs.

LOOKS GOOD TOGETHER
Osmo offer mouldings in a wide range of shapes and
looks for every conceivable application. With stylish
mouldings and skirting boards from Osmo, you can
add a special accent to your flooring.
Combine your wooden flooring with skirting boards
from Osmo. More choices and further details can be
found on our website: www.osmo.de/en
Veneered skirting boards
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring American Cherry, select, factory-finished clear satin.
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AMERICAN CHERRY

CHERRY
offers a very elegant look in a beautiful reddish brown
colour.

American Cherry, select

American Cherry, life

AMERICAN CHERRY SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

AMERICAN CHERRY LIFE

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Origin: North America

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 81 100

factory-finished clear satin

321 81 200

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 811 01

factory-finished clear satin

321 81 201

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
Two abutting joints per piece permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

LOOKS GOOD TOGETHER
Combine your wooden flooring with skirting board from
Osmo. More choices and further details can be found
on our website: www.osmo.de/en
Skirting board MDF
Square edge/straight
Factory-finished white
Article number

16 x 60 mm

804 25 141
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JATOBA

Solid wood flooring Jatoba, select, factory-finished clear satin

JATOBA
is a very hard wood species. Vibrant colouring broken
up by a fine wood grain is typical for this type of wood.

Origin: South America

Jatoba, select

JATOBA SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm
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> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 53 101

factory-finished clear satin

321 53 201

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

TIGERWOOD

Solid wood flooring Tigerwood, select, factory finished clear

TIGERWOOD
is an extravagant wood species with a warm copper
tone with a characteristic wood grain and highly contrasting streaks.

Origin: South America

Tigerwood, select

TIGERWOOD SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 52 100

factory-finished clear satin

321 52 200

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring Thermo Ash, natural, factory-finished Cognac matt
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THERMO ASH

THERMO ASH
really stands out thanks to its stunning dark brown
colour. The wood is treated with heat and steam to
alter the cell structure so that it stays dimensionally
stable.

Origin: Western Europe

Thermo Ash natural, Factory-finished Cognac matt

THERMO ASH NATURAL

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

20 x 138 mm

2.40 m
(random lengths)

sanded

endbehandelt cognac matt

321 77 202

Length: 800 mm – 2400 mm (mostly abutting joints)

Contents
Pack

Palette

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

LOOKS GOOD TOGETHER
Combine your wooden flooring with skirting board
from Osmo. More choices and further details can be
found on our website: www.osmo.de/en
Veneered skirting board
Square edge/straight
Factory-finished white
Article number

16 x 60 mm

805 30 690
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SOLID WOOD FLOORING

Solid wood flooring American Walnut, life, factory-finished clear satin
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WALNUT

WALNUT
is a valuable fine wood species that features a lively
wood grain with a distinctive texture.

American Walnut, select

American Walnut, life

AMERICAN WALNUT SELECT

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

AMERICAN WALNUT LIFE

Dimensions
21 x 132 mm

Origin: North America

Length
1.45 m – 2.95 m

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 56 100

factory-finished clear satin

321 56 200

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 56 101

factory-finished clear satin

321 56 201

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
One abutting joint per pack permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.

Length: 1.45 – 2.95 m, 30 cm intervals
Two abutting joints per piece permitted
Contents
Pack

Pallet

5 Pcs.

175 Pcs.
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RENOVATION PLANK
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RENOVATION PLANK

The charm of solid
wood flooring at a low
structural height

RENOVATION
PLANKS
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RENOVATION PLANK

Renovation Planks European Oak, natural, factory-finished satin
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OAK

OAK
is a valuable, fine wood. The wood grain is lively and
characterized by a distinct texture.

European Oak, select

European Oak, natural

EICHE EUROPÄISCH SELECT

Dimensions

Length

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %
Surface texture

15 x 120 mm

1.20 m (fixed)

sanded

15 x 130 mm

1.80 m
(random lengths)

sanded

EICHE EUROPÄISCH NATURAL

Dimensions

15 x 130 mm

Origin: Europe

Length

1.80 m
(random lengths)

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 136

Factory-finished clear glossy

321 79 236

untreated

321 79 100

Factory-finished clear satin

321 79 200

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %
Surface texture

sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 101

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 201

Factory-finished White Plus satin

321 79 207

Length: 500 mm – 1800 mm (mostly abutting joints) or a
fixed length of 1.20 m
Contents
Pack

Pallet

8 Pcs.

448 Pcs.

8 Pcs.

448 Pcs.

Length: 500 mm – 1800 mm (mostly abutting joints)

Contents
Pack

Pallet

8 Pcs.

448 Pcs.

LOOKS GOOD TOGETHER
Combine your wooden flooring with skirting board
from Osmo. More choices and further details can be
found on our website: www.osmo.de/en
Solid wood Oak skirting board
Bevelled, factory-finished clear
Article number

20 x 55 mm
804 76 118
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RENOVATION PLANK

Renovation Plank European Oak, rustic, factory-finished white satin
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OAK

European Oak, marked

European Oak, rustic

EUROPEAN OAK MARKED

Dimensions
15 x 130 mm

Length
1.80 m
(random lengths)

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

EUROPEAN OAK RUSTIC

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 102

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 202

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

15 x 130 mm

1.80 m
(random lengths)

sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 103

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 203

Factory-finished White Plus satin

321 79 204

Length: 500 mm – 1800 mm (mostly abutting joints)

Contents
Pack

Pallet

8 Pcs.

448 Pcs.

Length: 500 mm – 1800 mm (mostly abutting joints)

Contents
Pack

Pallet

8 Pcs.

448 Pcs.

European Oak, smoked marked

EUROPEAN OAK SMOKED MARKED

Dimensions
15 x 137 mm

Länge
2.16 m
(random lengths)

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 9 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 79 133

factory-finished clear satin

321 79 233

Length: 710 mm – 2160 mm (mostly abutting joints)

Contents
Pack

Pallet

8 Pcs.

256 Pcs.

! Not suitable for full-surface adhesion.
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RENOVATION PLANK

Renovation Plank Pine, grade A, factory-finished Stone matt
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PINE

PINE
stays young for ever. Due to its warm colour, this type
of wood is immensely popular.

Origin: Scandinavia

Nordic Pine, grade A

NORDIC PINE GRADE A

Dimensions

15 x 111 mm

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Length

Surface texture

1.75 m (fixed)

sanded

NORDIC PINE GRADE B

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 11 101

factory-finished clear satin

321 11 201

factory-finished Nature matt

321 11 202

factory-finished Fog matt

321 11 203

factory-finished Canyon matt

321 11 204

factory-finished Stone matt

321 11 205

factory-finished Deep Forest matt

321 11 206

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %

Dimensions

Length

Surface texture

Surface treatment

Article number

15 x 111 mm

1.75 m (fix)

sanded

untreated

321 11 401

Fixed length: 1.75 m

Contents
Pack

Pallet
448 Pcs.

8 Pcs.
256 Pcs.

Fixed length: 1.75 m

Contents
Pack

Palette

8 Pcs.

448 Pcs.

! Grade B is only suitable for screw fixing.

Nature

Fog

Canyon

Stone

Deep Forest
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RENOVATION PLANK

Renovation Plank Siberian Larch, grade A/B, factory-finished clear satin
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LARCH

LARCH
livens up every room thanks to its impressive surface
texture and warm, knotty appearance.

Origin: Siberia

Siberian Larch, grade A/B

SIBERIAN LARCH GRADE A/B

Dimensions
15 x 135 mm

Length
1.98 m (fixed)

> T&G on all sides
> light bevel on all sides
> Wood moisture content approx. 10 % ± 2 %
Surface texture
sanded

Surface treatment

Article number

untreated

321 73 106

factory-finished clear satin

321 73 206

Fixed length: 1.98 m

Contents
Pack

Palette

8 Pcs.

256 Pcs.

SIKA ACOUBOND-SYSTEM
Two-part, footfall sound dampening system for the simple
adhesion of renovation and solid wood floorboards, for
example, on floating dry screed (e.g. Fermacell screed
elements).
The Sika Acoubond-System consists of the sound
absorbing and solvent-free 1-component adhesive SikaBond -52 Parquet and the foam mat SikaLayer 03.

>> Footfall sound improvement up to 16 dB
(acc. German DIN 52 210)
>> Reduced walking noise
>> Simple and secure installation through a fixed system
>> Low glue consumption
>> Very wide adhesion spectrum on various substrates

Further details on
page 71
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CREATIV-FLOORING

Photos: Osmo, designed by Mrsiraphol - Freepik.com
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COLOURS AND TEXTURES

Different to others.
You love colours, and
like unusual surfaces.
Now you have the
choice: a coloured or
textured surface? Or
perhaps both?

CREATIV-FLOORING
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CREATIV-FLOORING

CREATIV-FLOORING
For all those creative minds who want to celebrate
their own particularly unique taste, Osmo offers
Creativ-Flooring to satisfy your needs. Create your own
personal designer flooring by choosing from various
surface textures and colours - it doesn't get any more
individual than this! Add a special accent to your house
by bringing colour into your flooring. How about a solid
Oak floor in coral red or fern green? Or combine surface textures with colours, for example a scraped floor in
white. Celebrate your own unique style!

>> Finished and ready to install
>> Various surface textures: sanded, brushed, aged,
sawn or scraped
>> Factory-finished clear or coloured
>> Individual designs possible (Osmo Wood Wax Finish)
>> 4 gloss levels
>> Skirting board in the same colour
>> Specially designed cleaning and care products

YOUR DESIGN POSSIBILITIES
The design possibilities of
Creativ-Flooring are unsurpassed. You can get your
favourite wood species in different textured surfaces or even
combine two textures. The
flooring is then factory finished
in the colour and gloss level of
your choice. Just the way you
like it.

5 Surface textures

Large choice of colours

4 Gloss levels

YOUR WOOD
Oak
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Ash

Spruce

Pine

Larch

WITH YOUR INDIVIDUAL TOUCH

Solid wood flooring Larch scraped

YOUR SURFACE TEXTURE
SMOOTH

BRUSHED

AGED

SAWN

SCRAPED

Sanding removes
any rough or uneven
areas leaving a smooth
surface.

Created by removing
the softer fibres of the
wood, light grooves are
visible and can be felt
– a pleasant underfoot
feeling.

Each plank has various
age marks that create a
"used look" and natural
antique look.

A special sanding technique lends a smooth
surface the look of
freshly sawn wood.

Similar to a hand-planed
surface and the strongest structure in the
Creativ-Flooring range,
reflects the charm of
traditional woodwork.

FIND YOUR COLOUR ON
THE NEXT PAGES
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CREATIV-FLOORING / COLOUR
YOUR COLOUR

Na t u ra l

Solid wood flooring European Oak, rustic, factory-finished Cognac matt

Golden Maple

Walnut
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Beech

Cherry

Mahogany

Cognac

Ebony

Oak

Oak light

Oak antique

CREATIV-FLOORING / COLOUR

Pa st e l

Solid wood flooring Nordic Pine, grade A, factory-finished Rose matt

White

Silk

Pebble

Grey Beige

Silk Grey

Fjord

Bamboo

Mint

Rose

Coral
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CREATIV-FLOORING / COLOUR

Solid wood flooring European Oak, rustic, factory-finished Fern Green matt

Bol d

Ocean Blue
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Coral Red

Aubergine

Fern Green

Black

CREATIV-FLOORING / COLOUR

Solid wood flooring European Oak, rustic, factory-finished Granite Grey matt

Granite Grey

Graphite

Steel Grey

Gr e y
Pebble

Silk Grey
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CREATIV-FLOORING // YOUR CHOICE

YOUR CHOICE
Is there anything better than being able to define your own style? The solid wood Creativ-Flooring range from
Osmo presents almost unlimited possibilities for individuality.
HOW IT WORKS:
1. 	 CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE WOOD SPECIES
YOUR SURFACE TEXTURE
2.	
Smooth, brushed, aged, sawn or scraped (you can
also combine strutures e.g. brushed with aged)

3.	CLEAR, COLOUR OR COLOUR WITH EFFECT?
Clear: Simply choose the gloss level. The base
coat is included in the price.
Colour: Choose the colour and gloss level.
Colour with Effect: Choose the colour and desired
effect (White, Silver or Gold) – then the desired gloss level.

1. THE WOOD

OAK

ASH

SPRUCE

PINE

LARCH

AGED

SAWN

SCRAPED

WOOD
2. THE SURFACE TEXTURE (shown on Oak)

SMOOTH (STANDARD)

+ SURFACE TEXTURE
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BRUSHED

COLOUR AND SURFACES

If you would like a second surface texture, please choose another treatment step from the possibilities on the
previous page.

+ 2nd SURFACE TEXTURE
3. COLOUR

GOLDEN MAPLE

BEECH

CHERRY

MAHOGANY

COGNAC

WALNUT

EBONY

OAK

OAK LIGHT

OAK ANTIQUE

WHITE

SILK

PEBBLE

GREY BEIGE

SILK GREY

FJORD

BAMBOO

MINT

ROSE

CORAL

OCEAN BLUE

CORAL RED

AUBERGINE

FERN GREEN

BLACK

GRANITE GREY

GRAPHITE

STEEL GREY

ALL COLOURS
Price/m2

Pigmented base coat + clear top
coat (gloss level)

COLOUR (INCL. GLOSS LEVEL)

COLOUR + EFFECT WHITE, SILVER OR GOLD
Price/m2

Pigmented base coat + clear top
coat (gloss level)

COLOUR + EFFECT (INCL. GLOSS LEVEL)
Example on Steel Grey

EFFECT WHITE

Example on Black

Example on Oak Antique

EFFECT SILVER

EFFECT GOLD

CLEAR *
Price/m2

Pigmented base coat + clear top
coat (gloss level)

CLEAR (INCL. GLOSS LEVEL)
CHOICE GLOSS LEVEL

CLEAR

MATT

SATIN

SEMI-MATT

GLOSS
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CARE AND CLEANING
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THE BEST PRODUCTS

Life is too short for
the wrong care.
Take a load off.

CARE & CLEANING
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CARE AND CLEANING

Information about cleaning
and maintaining wooden
flooring can be found in our
current booklet "Your Wooden
Floor".
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APPLICATION

CARE FOR FLOORING AT HOME
Wooden flooring feels warm, is hard-wearing and
requires little maintenance. To retain these exceptional
properties of natural wood for a long time, wooden
flooring is preferably treated with Polyx®-Oil from Osmo.
Polyx®-Oils repel dirt and protect wood permanently. At
the same time, they allow the wood to breathe and feel
great. A further advantage: maintenance is simple.

With very little effort, you can maintain your wooden
flooring over generations. If necessary, you can even
re-oil and partially renovate flooring without sanding.

DUSTING

MOPPING

Dust and lint can be removed quickly and easily with the
green Dust-Mop in the Osmo Cleaning Kit for floors. It is
suitable for all wooden flooring.

Osmo Spray-Mop makes regular wet care really easy.
Cleaner (Spray-Fix) is sprayed via a cartridge on the
handle directly onto the floor. As an alternative, you can
clean the floor with the Micro-Mop Plush and Wash and
Care. Spray-Fix in the Osmo Spray-Mop and Wash and
Care contain moisturizing substances, which maintain the
beauty of your floor for a long time. Absolutely avoid using
all-purpose cleaners.

Cleaning Kit
for floors

Dust-Mop

Wash and
Care

Cleaning Kit for
floors

Spray-Mop

INTENSIVE CLEANING AND REFRESHING

REPAIR

Before your wooden flooring becomes dull, you should
clean it thoroughly with Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner. That
way you can retain the beautiful look of your floor.

Sometimes even an optimally cared floor will show signs
of wear and tear. No problem: floors treated with
Polyx®-Oil can be refurbished and re-oiled easily – and
also partially. Afterwards your floors will look like new
again.

Liquid Wax
Cleaner

Liquid Wax
Cleaner Spray

Cleaning Kit
for floors

FloorXcenter

Polyx®-Oil
Original

Floor Brush with
Handle

Floor Roller Set

FloorXcenter
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WOODEN FLOOR
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OSMO

More detailed
information to help
you decide.

DETAILS &
ACCESSORIES
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SORTING

SORTING
HARDWOOD

SOFTWOOD

Select
The flooring is very uniform in structure and tone.
Pin knots of up to 5 mm may be present.

Grade A
The natural knot pattern determines the overall apperance of the wood and creates a harmonious surface
effect.

Natural
Natural colour tones and harmonious knot patterns.
Marked
This grade is much more vivid in tone and structure
and contains many typical natural features found in
wood such as heartwood and knots, but no sapwood.
Rustic
A lively wood with all the typical wood
characteristics, all in all very vibrant.
Life		
Lively natural wood grade with sapwood and
knots etc.

Grade B
Rustic in character, with a pronounced colouration,
knot pattern and typical wood characteristics such
as cracks and unsound knots.
Mixed grade A/B
Plane falling, around 60 % grade A and 40 % grade B
mixed together (see above).
Wildlife / Woody
Slightly “wilder” than our “rustic”; individual
mechanical damages.

QUALITY / SORTING
Osmo flooring is produced as follows:
EN 13629 (solid hardwood planks)
EN 13990 (solid soft / pinewood planks)
Note: Wooden flooring is an entirely natural product.
As such it is susceptible to colour and structural variation; the quantity of typical wood characteristics such
as surface cracks, knots etc. also varies according to
the wood type and grade you choose.
Despite careful inspection by our expert team of wood
professionals, it is impossible to rule out some variation
across grades. As long as this does not exceed 5 %
of the total quantity of wood ordered, this will not be
considered grounds for claims.
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“Mistakes” from standing height which are not obvious
to the naked eye are not classified as grounds for claims.
These are in accordance with general practice in the
parquet industry and must be accepted, especially for solid
wood.
Climate
The right climate for solid wood and for the own well-being
is between 50% and 65% relative humidity at a room
temperature of about 20° Celsius. This is to be observed,
especially during the heating period, and therefore it may
be necessary to set up humidifiers.

WOOD CHARACTERISTICS

WOOD CHARACTERISTICS
Osmo wood flooring
Treated with Osmo Polyx®-Oil has an extremely
hard-wearing surface which more than meets the
demands placed on it in an average home.
Durability
Also depends on the hardness of the specific wood.
The table shows all the available timber varieties

and their relative hardness. The higher the score (at an
average wood moisture of 12 %), the harder and more
durable the wood.
Colouration
Lightly coloured wood species may darken when
exposed to light, dark wood species may lighten over
the years.

RELATIVE HARDNESS TABLE
Wood species

Brinell hardness N / mm2

Density g / cm3

Hardness rating

Jatoba

69

0,95

4

Tigerwood

60

0,90

4

Kempas

52

0,82

4

Maple

48

0,70

4

Oak

34

0,71

4

Beech

34

0,71

3

Thermo Ash

31

0,60

1

Ash

38

0,70

3

Walnut

36

0,67

3

Oak, smoked

39 – 61

0,69 – 0,96

4

Larch

25

0,60

2

Cherry

30

0,60

2

Pine

19

0,52

2

Spruce

12

0,46

1

THE GRADE IS THE
DECIDING
FACTOR IN THE TOTAL
APPERANCE OF WOOD.
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ACCESSORIES

INSTALLATION TOOLS / MATERIAL

PRODUCT

Description

Article number

THE “THIRD HAND”

An ingenious tool for installing solid
wood flooring

799 00 285

FIXING SCREWS

yellow galvanized, with pointed tip, sinking head
and Torx head, includes drill bit.
Box with 200 pieces
Required: approx. 20 pcs. / m2

CATSTEP

ROLL CORK

for 15 mm Renovation Plank: 3,2 x 40 mm

799 00 361

for 20 – 22 mm hardwood: 3,2 x 50 mm

799 00 362

for 21 mm softwood: 4,2 x 45 mm

799 00 363

for 26 – 32 mm softwood: 4,2 x 70 mm

799 00 364

Floor height adapter for up to 3,5 cm
difference in height,
weight bearing 500 kg per piece;
approx. 4-5 pieces required per m²
Box contains 100 pieces

799 00 226

Niveauausgleich und Trittschalldämmung
Trittschallreduzierung: ca. 17 dB
Dichte: ca. 220 kg / m³,
Stärke: 2 mm, Breite: 100 cm

799 00 097

1 Rolle = 10 m²

SIKA ACOUBOND-SYSTEM
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PRODUCT

Description

SIKA ACOUBOND-SYSTEM

2-part, sound absorbtion material for the
adhesion of solid wood onto dry screed
(base plates, OSB), consists of

a) Parquet underlay SIKA Layer-03

1 Rolle = 25 m2
Stärke 3,0 mm, Breite 1,50 m

799 00 249

b) Sika Bond -52 Parquet

Solvent-free, elastic adhesive;
1 Pack = 600 ml,
20 Packs per box;
per roll SIKA Layer-03 (25 m2)
requires 1 box

799 00 293

Article number

ACCESSORIES

MATERIAL FOR FULL SURFACE ADHESION
PRODUCT

Description

Article number

SIKA BOND 54 PARQUET

1-Component, solvent-free, elastic
adhesive especially for solid wood and
parquet flooring
1 tin (13 kg) for approx. 13 –18 m2

799 00 305

SIKA PRIMER-MB

2-Component, solvent-free
Epoxy resin primer
300 – 500 g / m2
depending on surface ansorbtion

799 00 269

SIKA PRIMER-MR FAST

Multi component, solvent-free
Epoxy resin primer
100 – 200 g / m2
depending on surface ansorbtion

799 00 304

PRODUCT

Description

Article number

ELASTILON® BASIC

Chemically crosslinked Polyethylene
with adhesive layer
FCKW free, 1 Roll = 10 m²,
Density approx. 30 kg / m³, Thickness
3 mm,
Width 100 cm

799 00 388

Chemically crosslinked Polyethylene
with adhesive layer
FCKW free, 1 Roll = 10 m²,
Density approx. 50 kg / m³, Thickness
3 mm,
Width 100 cm

799 00 389

MATERIAL FOR FLOATING INSTALLATION

ELASTILON® STRONG
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INSTALLATION TIPS

INSTALLATION TIPS
SCREW INSTALLATION ON WOODEN BEAM
SUB CONSTRUCTION
The more traditional method,
made easy with the ingenious “Catstep” floor
adjustment system. The adjustable feet
level out the beams, improve the impact sound
reduction and allow room for cables
and pipes under the floor. For all solid wood
flooring as of 20 mm thickness.

SCREW INSTALLATION ON CHIPBOARD
Ideal for properties with floor substrates constructed with wooden beams. The boards can be
quickly and easily installed together with
impact reduction insulation. For all solid wood
flooring as of 20 mm thickness.

SCREW INSTALLATION ON AN EXISTING
WOODEN FLOOR
New wooden flooring can easily be
installed on top of old flooring, a layer of impact
reduction material should however definitely
be laid first. The new flooring must be installed
in the opposite direction to the old floor. For all
solid wood flooring as of 15 mm thickness.

Pay attention to this symbol
Screw installation

FULL-SURFACE ADHESION
A method which is becoming more and more
popular. An advantage of this is the reduced
impact sound, low required installation height,
fewer cracks and a better level of heat transfer.
Elastic based glues ensure that the floor
can still work. For all wooden floors.

Pay attention to this symbol
Full-surface adhesion
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INSTALLATION TIPS

INSTALLATION TIPS
FLOATING ADHESION
A good method for difficult installation areas and
difficult to calculate substrates. Sound absorbing, minimal installation height and suitable for
all wooden flooring.

Pay attention to this symbol
Floating adhesion

UNDERFLOOR HEATING
Osmo Renovation Plank and solid wood flooring are,
depending on wood species and dimensions, for suitable for the full-surface adhesion on hydronic underfloor
heating systems. (See overview on pages 78 - 79.)

the underfloor heating should be carried out. This is
solely a protocolling of the functionality of the heating
system and is not suitable as an assessment of screed
subfloor.

The maximum wood surface temperature of 29 °C
may not be exceeded.

The installation on other heating systems is not
approved.

Before installation, it is necessary to check and
document the moisture content with a CM moisture
meter. In addition, a so-called warm-up protocol for
Pay attention to this symbol
Underfloor heating

DETAILED INFORMATION
ON INSTALLATION TYPE
AND SUITABILITY ON THE
NEXT PAGES
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OVERVIEW

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
FLOORING

Installation

•

•

•

•

•

Larch Siberian

15 x 135

1.98

•

•

•

•

•

•

Oak smoked

15 x 137

2.16

•

•

Pine

15 x 111

1.75

Maple Canadian

21 x 132

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

Beech

21 x 132

1.45 – 2.35

•

Oak American

21 x 132

1.45 – 2.95

20 x 120

On underfloor
heating

•

Elastilon® Strong

1.80

Elastilon® Basic

15 x 130

Beams

Oak European

Old wooden
floors

Length
in m

AcouBond

SOLID WOOD
FLOORING
HARDWOOD

Dimensions
in mm

Full surface

RENOVATION
PLANK

Special
installation

Species/
Grade

OSB/Base plate

Article

Floating with

Bathrooms

Full surface
adhesion

Screw fixing on

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1.20

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2.00 / 2.20

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4.00

•

•

•

20 x 180

2.00 / 2.20

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

27 x 180

4.00

•

•

•

Oak smoked European

21 x 137

2.16

•

•

•

Ash American

21 x 132

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cherry American

21 x 132

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Jatoba

21x 132

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kempas

21 x 111

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

•

•

•

Thermo Ash

20 x 138

2.40

•

•

•

•

•

Tigerwood

21 x 132

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

•

•

Walnut American

21 x 132

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

•

•

20 x 160
Oak European
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

INSTALLATION

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
FLOORING

Installation

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3.25 – 4.15

•

•

•

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

3.25 – 4.15

•

•

•

27 x 137

1.45 – 4.15

•

•

•

complete

1.45 – 4.15

•

•

•

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

3.25 – 4.15

•

•

•

1.45 – 2.95

•

•

•

3.25 – 4.15

•

•

•

27 x 137

1.45 – 4.15

•

•

•

26 x 180

3.25 – 4.15

•

•

•

Pine A / B

32 x 180

3.25 – 4.15

•

•

•

Pine B

complete

1.45 – 4.15

•

•

•

20 x 137

1.98

•

•

•

20 x 137

4.00

•

•

•

27 x 137

1.98

•

•

•

27 x 137

4.00

•

•

•

Bathrooms

•

1.45 – 2.95

Special
installation
On underfloor
heating

AcouBound

Elastilon® Strong

Full surface

Length
in m

Beams

SOLID WOOD
FLOORING
SOFTWOOD

Dimensions
in mm

Old wooden
floors

Species/
Grade

OSB/Base plate

Article

Floating with
Elastilon® Basic

Full surface
adhesion

Screw fixing on

•

21 x 112

Spruce A

•

•

21 x 137

Spruce B

•

21 x 112

Pine A

21 x 137

•

•

Larch Siberian
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OUR PRODUCTS

Osmo Holz und Color
GmbH & Co. KG

> TIMBER CLADDING
Cladding profiles
Shingles
Framing wood

> EDGE GLUED PANELS
Solid wood panels
Work surfaces
Furniture doors

> FLOORING
Solid wood flooring
Creativ-Flooring

> MOULDINGS
Skirting boards
Functional mouldings
Decorative mouldings

> WOOD FINISHES
For the interior and exterior
Wood protection and care
> INTERIOR WOOD
Solid wood profiles
Framing wood
Planed timber

> DECKING
Wood and BPC
Decking tiles

Affhüppen Esch 12
D-48231 Warendorf
PO Box 110161
D-48203 Warendorf
Tel +49 (0)2581/922-100
Fax +49 (0)2581/922-200
www.osmo.de/en
info@osmo.de

> SCREENS
Wood and BPC
Fences

Your local Osmo dealer:

© 2017 GB 1.0 – Technical modifications and delivery rights reserved. Measurements, prices and illustrations are not guaranteed. Although we proof our catalogue thoroughly, we cannot completely rule
out the possibility of printing mistakes. The colour tones shown are in no way binding. In the interest of product development and improvement we reserve the right to technically modify products. Terms and
conditions of business and payment apply. Any obvious damage or product defects must be reported to Osmo before installation. Any recommended prices are guidelines and in no way binding. Prices (if
stated) are nett, excluding tax, and do not include any type of decoration. Prices are valid as of the 01.04.2015 and replace all previous lists.

